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––––– Test drives and expert opinion
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Distribution 
and Rates
Further distribution will take 
place at the world-renowned 
CTI Transmission Symposia. 
Transmission Technology 
International will be presented 
to all delegates at:

CTI Berlin, December 2010

CTI Detroit, May 2011

Engine Expo Stuttgart, June 2011

Engine Expo Detroit, October 2011

Advertising rates

Full-page color:  £3650

Half-page color:  £2600

Double-page spread color: £5500

The magazine
Launched in September 2008, Transmission 
Technology International is the annual showcase 
for suppliers of automotive transmissions, 
components, solutions, and services to the original 
equipment automotive sector.

Featuring case studies, technology white papers, 
and interviews with leading industry fi gures, 
Transmission Technology International provides a 
unique platform to showcase your transmission 
technology.

Our new electronic version ensures a truly global 
reach enabling access for a further 25,000 
automotive professionals.

Frequency
An annual showcase, the next edition of 
Transmission Technology International will be 
distributed in November 2010.

Circulation
Transmission Technology International 2010 will 
be circulated globally to key decision makers and 
specifi ers within all automotive OEMs and Tier 1 
suppliers. Chief powertrain engineers, transmission 
and integration specialists, application and design 
engineers, global procurement specialists, senior 
and board-level management – Transmission 
Technology International will be sent to over 12,000 
individually named professionals by request.
Global circulation is split 55% Europe, 25% the 
Americas, 17% Asia-Pacifi c and 3% rest of the 
world with substantial penetration in Brazil, India, 
eastern Europe, and Russia.
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What does the future hold for the international transmissions market?
Saul Wordsworth speaks to the world’s leading gearbox authorities

Dual in 
the crown

Industry experts agree that DCTs will win 
most market share in the next fi ve years, but will 

hybrid transmissions (left) be the long-term choice 
for car makers, suppliers and consumers? 

Previous 
contributions from:
Afton Chemical
Aisin
Allison transmission
Antonov
Audi
BorgWarner
Chrysler
Diehl Metall
Drivetrain Innovations

EFD Induction
Electricfi l
Feintool
Getrag
GIF
Goatley Developments
Hirschvogel
Hoerbiger
Hutchinson
IBS Filtran
LEE Hydraulische

Luk
Mahindra
Oskar Schwenk
P J Wallbank Springs
Porsche
Punch Powertrain
Ricardo
Romax Technology
Saint Gobain
Schaeffl er Group
Shell

SKF Smart Manufacturing Technology
Tickford Powertrain Test
Torotrak
Varibox
Vocis
Xtrac
ZF
Zeroshift



Format and Contents
Transmission Technology International 
will be a fully illustrated publication 
written by the industry for the industry. 
Selected suppliers will be invited to 
contribute a technical white paper, and 
in some instances, will be the subject of 
a major case study or interview. These 
in-depth features will be supported by 
independently commissioned editorial 
from our leading specialized journalists 
and resources.

For further information contact:

Simon Willard
UKIP Media & Events, Abinger House, Church Street, Dorking, Surrey, RH4 1DF, UK
tel: +44 1306 743744 | fax: +44 1306 742525
email: s.willard@ukipme.com | www.ukipme.com

Famed for its manual and automatic transmissions, Renault 
is now working hard on developing its own DCT systems as 
John Challen found out during a recent visit to France
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■ Fuel economy and fuel effi ciency are 
two phrases commonly used by François 
Gougeon, Renault’s director of engineering 
for transmissions projects, when he talks 
about the future direction of the company’s 
vehicles. This year has seen a shift in emphasis 
for Renault, with the French manufacturer 
determined to bring clean motoring to the 
European masses. “The Renault strategy is 
to be the leader in low CO

2
 levels in the 

European market, and the transmission should 
support this target,” he says with authority. 
“Our transmissions will support our engine 
technology evolution, where we have used 
– and will continue to use – downsizing and 
turbochargers on our engines. To use the 
engine to its potential, and therefore reduce 
CO

2
 as much as possible, we need the best 

transmission ratio, which will be obtained by 
extending the gear spread for each ratio.”

Gougeon believes that while the demand for 
automatic transmissions is currently very low 
in Europe, Renault’s efforts with the DCT 
technology will change all that. “Breakthroughs 
in automatic transmission technology are 
clearly coming from DCT systems, because it 
combines manual transmission technology for 
its torque, and adopts an automatic shift,” says 
the Frenchman. “We believe this technology is 
very appropriate for engines that are heavily 
downsized, and they make for a very effi cient 
powertrain in terms of fuel consumption and 
also performance of the gearbox, including 
shift quality. If the customer decides to pay for 

an automatic 
transmission on 
their car, they need 
to be given the 
comfort that is 
in-line with what 
they paid for. 
The comfort of 
a robotized 
transmission is not 
enough compared with 
the money you have to pay 
for the automatic features it 
brings. A true automatic is 
more appropriate.”

Gougeon reveals that Renault has 
been working hard to achieve a reduction in 
the internal losses, and manage the internal 
friction levels within the system itself. 
He believes that further developments in 
automatics will again help in this area. “I 
think switching from hydraulic actuation to 
electronic actuation in automatic transmissions 
will be the future, because it enables you to 
minimize losses.”

Renault is not keen to play the numbers 
game that has seen the introduction of 
gearboxes with seven and eight speeds, and 
even talk of a nine-speed ’box in the future. 
Instead, for Gougeon, it’s all about the joy of 
six: “One more gear will mean more cost and 
more weight, and we are aware that this extra 
cost and weight affects the value for the 
customer. At the moment there is no need to 
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Currently available with a six-speed manual unit, the new 
Mégane Renault Sport might soon be sporting a DCT
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Fast track

n Faster changing than an F1 gearbox, as 
comfortable as a lazy limo’s driveline, sportier 
than the slickest of stick-shifts, and more 
economical – and therefore less polluting 
– than a manual. Ladies and gentlemen, this 
is ZF’s new dual clutch unit!

This might sound like PR puff, but this dual 
clutch box offers the mechanical efficiency of 
a manual with the superior shift qualities of a 
conventional automatic, and all this without 
interruption of traction. It can be driven as a 
manual or a fully automatic, with the latter 
coming with a choice of comfort, sport and 
supersport modes.

The innovative design, revealed earlier this 
year, has been launched on three Porsche 
ranges: the 911 Carrera, the Boxster/Cayman 
and the Panamera sports sedan (including the 
all-wheel-drive Panamera 4S derivative).

Assembled at the ZF car driveline 
technology factory in Brandenburg, which 
has capacity for 30,000 DCT units a year, 
the seven-speed transmission was developed 
over two years at three ZF locations. The 
R&D center in Kressbronn concentrated on 
overall integration, the hydraulic control unit, 
the housing and testing. The Schweinfurt 

Harnessed to some of Porsche’s finest engines, ZF’s 
all-new DCT represents the current pinnacle of 
powertrain innovation and the fruits of an intense and 
challenging research and development partnership

facility provided the dual clutch, and 
engineers at Brandenburg developed 
the gearset, inner shift mechanism 
and oiling system. For the record, the 
transmission has two separate oil chambers 
to minimize power losses – one for the clutch 
and hydraulics, the other for the gearset and 
the bevel gear, which was supplied by ZF’s 
Passau factory.

Considerable chunks of the development 
focused on complex and sophisticated control 
software, compact packaging and weight 
reduction. Using topology optimization, ZF 
reduced the amount of material in several 
internal components without compromising 
durability. Composite-type materials were 
discounted in favor of aluminum replacing 
steel wherever suitable. The end result is a 
compact, 120kg gearbox. 

“If there was a possibility of saving anything 
over 10g, we did it,” states head of DCT 
development at ZF, Dr Michael Ebenhoch. 
“Up to 63% of components were changed.” 

Initially, four versions of the modular 
DCT transmission have been launched with 
maximum commonality of parts to suit 
different driveline layouts. The 7DT45HL 
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Match made in heaven

and 7DT45HLA (for AWD) serve the rear-
engined 911 and mid-engined Boxster/
Cayman models, and the 7DT75 and 7DT75A 
are used on the front-engined Panamera and 
Panamera 4S. The 4S ZF employs a hang-on 
clutch and a bevel-to-bevel arrangement to 
deliver drive to the front axle. Ebenhoch is 
particularly pleased with the less-than-12° 
driveline angle.

The design features two ‘sub-transmission’ 
shafts, with odd gears on one, and even gears, 
plus reverse, on the other. When one clutch 
and gear is taking propulsion to the road 
wheels, the other clutch is ready to seamlessly 
deliver the next gear – pre-selected by an 
electrohydraulic control unit – with no loss of 
traction. However, first and second gears are 
both used to launch the Panamera. Up- and 
downshifts are extremely fast, achieved in 
400-600ms.
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DCT gearboxes are designed to handle high 
engine revs, power, and torque. DT45 versions 
accommodate up to 390kW, 700Nm of 
torque, and almost 8,000rpm – and provide a 
gear spread of 6.4 – while DT75 versions take 
up to 370kW, 750Nm and almost 7,000rpm 
with an impressive gear spread of 10.1. The 
design gives scope for future derivatives and 
ensures very few component changes are 

On The rOad
Virtually imperceptible is how we’d 
describe gearshifts in the Panamera, 
Boxster, and Cayman DCT models we 
drove on highways, urban routes, and 
alpine roads around ZF’s Friedrichshafen 
headquarters close to the Germany-
Austria border. Indeed, so quiet 
is the Panamera that without the 
digital engaged-gear readout and rev 
counter, we would have found it almost 
impossible to detect when changes 
took place.

The fully automatic mode is hugely 
impressive but the smoothness and 
control afforded by manual operation – 
either by the shift lever or steering-wheel 
paddle shifts – add another dimension 
to what were already outstanding cars, 
especially with Tiptronic transmission.

The 400bhp, 4.8-liter Panamera 
S tested accelerates from standstill 
to 100km/h (62mph) in 5.4 seconds. 
Average fuel economy is 26.2mpg with 
CO2 emissions of 253g/km. The 911 
Carrera with DT reaches 100km/h a 
second quicker than the same car with 
Tiptronic, is 3.7 seconds quicker to 
200km/h, and uses 12.8% less fuel.

One of the greatest engineering challenges during
development centered upon the Panamera’s narrow
transmission tunnel. ZF engineers overcame this by
positioning one sub-transmission layshaft above another

required for different versions. The main 
differences between 2WD and 4WD DT boxes 
are housings, the parking interlock, the rear 
axle shaft, the size of the dual clutch, and the 
hydraulics processing and mounting.

One of the major development challenges 
involving the Panamera’s narrow transmission 
tunnel was overcome by positioning one 
sub-transmission layshaft above the other. 

“It’s a very satisfactory result,” says Ebenhoch. 
An additional feature on the Panamera boxes 
is the auto stop/start function – the first on 
a luxury performance car – which reduces 
fuel consumption by a further 10% in the 
urban test cycle and 5% in the new European 
drive cycle, and lowers CO

2
 emissions by 

5%. Ebenhoch says it was an important 
specification requirement from Porsche, 
which demanded it be achieved with minimal 
additional components. 

To overcome the lack of engine power and 
pressure on restart, ZF adapted the hydraulic 
circuit. When stopped, a non-return valve 
prevents the clutch pistons from draining. 
This enables them to deliver power, without 
delay, when the engine restarts.

ZF says development of the DCT concept 
will continue, embracing a wider range of 
vehicles in the future. TTi

this latest dct product offering from ZF has 63% more new components than the German supplier’s current dct unit

ZF’s new seven-speed dct was developed in two years

ZF dual clutch
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clever use of packaging and lightweight materials
has resulted in ZF’s latest dct weighing only 120g
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